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Follow us on LinkedIn:

Review of the financial year 2021

integra.ch/linkedin

Integra Holding AG is a financial holding company of which at least

Integra Biosciences continued its growth trajectory in 2021, with

80 % is owned by the ORGU Stiftung (ORGU Foundation) in Sarnen.

operating performance again exceeding expectations, up almost

As the executive body of the ORGU Stiftung, it is the function of In

50 % year-on-year. The foresight of advancing investments in the

tegra Holding AG to actively and with foresight continue developing

expansion of production capacities in the USA paid off. Despite the

the companies of the Integra Group while maintaining the purpose

global shortages of pipette tips, there were no supply bottlenecks at

of the Foundation.

Integra Biosciences at any time.

The year 2021 was again characterized by the various effects of the

The Integra Metering Group made good progress in 2021. Order

global pandemic. The extraordinary situation became the new normal

intake increased substantially with the new products, but there

and operational and strategic plans had to be implemented under

were significant delays in deliveries due to component shortages.

challenging conditions such as regional lockdowns, interruptions

Mr. Dieter Brunner was elected as the new Chairman of the Board

in international supply chains and component shortages as well as

and supports the strategic planning and implementation for the

continued uncertainty. Switzerland successfully remained true to

successful positioning in the international markets.

its policy of prudent measures, and the restrictions remained at a
manageable level.

Integra Immobilien AG continues its demanding construction program
with many simultaneous projects. An important milestone was the

In many parts of the world, a much stricter policy, such as "Zero

completion of the shell of the primary school building in Wallisellen.

COVID", was pursued and the global economic impact became
increasingly severe. The pandemic has shown us the limits of globa

In the first quarter, Signal AG was able to compensate for the backlogs

lization and is in many ways a watershed. Numerous examples have

resulting from weather-related project delays and to increase its

shown the sometimes unhealthy dependencies of a fragile system

operating performance compared to the previous year. The initiated

of over-globalization that has emerged in recent years. In many

transformation process with the introduction of integrated and

places a focus on near-sourcing and more regionalization was there

digitalized processes will further strengthen the market position.

fore placed, for example in the vaccine and chip production. This new
awareness also offers opportunities for Integra's subsidiaries.

Due to the positive development in all companies, we were able to
close the business year 2021 again with an absolute record of 27 %

As a Swiss supplier Sitek AG could benefit from this in the future.

growth in consolidated operating performance. This would not have

It is well positioned to serve customers who are looking to purchase

been possible without the hard work of our teams under those chal

critical components and assemblies increasingly locally. With the

lenging circumstances. I would like to thank all employees for their

new focus on demanding applications in the industrial and MedTech

extraordinary efforts.

sector, 2021 was a record year.
Unfortunately, at the time of writing this annual report and after a
Due to its strong market presence in the Asian region, Aquametro

brief sigh of relief, Europe has plunged straight into the next serious

Oil & Marine was again affected by various lockdowns. However,

crisis. The Russian invasion of Ukraine has shaken us deeply and will

order intake and backlog reached record levels and the postponed

despite a humanitarian crisis have significant long-term economic

deliveries are expected in 2022. Despite the significant business

consequences. We will have to reassess our growth plans from a ge

deferrals, the year ended successfully.

opolitical perspective in light of the current worrying developments.

Integra Engineering India had a strong year with significant growth

I am confident however that we will weather the next storm and we

thanks to a sharp increase in demand and good positioning in the

can look back with pride and gratitude on what we have achieved

railway sector, thus the course for further development was set.

together so far.

The company suffered a serious setback with the surprising and

S V EN LINDER
CFO
IN T EGR A HOLDING AG

A DRIA N OEHLER
PRESIDEN T A ND CEO
IN T EGR A HOLDING AG

CORINNE RUCK S T UHL
DEPUT Y CEO
INTEGR A HOLDING AG

tragic passing of its CEO Utkarsh Pundlik. The Integra Group has

Adrian Oehler

lost an excellent CEO and a good friend in him. Ex-CFO Bhavin

President and CEO of the INTEGRA Holding AG

Kariya has taken over.
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Our roots are in
Switzerland

Our corporate values
Integrity
We act with integrity and show solidarity. When dealing with our

We preserve values

surroundings, our actions are guided by integrity, honesty, diligence

The Integra Group is a future-oriented company with roots in

and fairness. The collaboration between our staff and our stake

Switzerland. The activities of Integra date back to the 1930s.

holders is characterised by mutual respect. Our success is based on

The goal of founder Adolf Gutzwiller was to independently promote

mutual trust. Both internally and externally, we put a major empha

industries important to the autonomy of Switzerland. In line with

sis on appreciation and loyalty toward each other. Total reliability

the goals of the founder, and on behalf of the ORGU Foundation,

and teamwork are very important to us and we try to exemplify

Integra Holding AG preserves and develops the holdings of the Group.

these values on a daily basis.

We wish to continuously develop the existing business areas of
property, energy measurement technology, laboratory technology,

Passion

transport technology, fuel technology, marine products and contract

We enthusiastically work to achieve our common goals and do so

manufacturing independently of each other. In addition to preserving

with a smile. We make future-oriented decisions in line with the

industry in Switzerland, we also aim at increasingly growing abroad.

goals of the founder of the Integra Group – because the successful,

We also invest in additional majority stakes in promising and tech

long-term existence and independence of the Group will always be

nology-driven production companies in our business areas.

our top priority. In the process, we interact with our social environ
ment and use natural resources responsibly and make sustainable,

We share a vision

long-term decisions.

In line with our financial and organizational resources, we want to
grow sustainably – financially as well as with regard to personnel

Inspiration

and our geographic presence – and with above-average profitability

We are innovative and always seek to improve. We actively question

through targeted investments in new, future-oriented products

the status quo and are continuously looking to improve. We dare

and growth markets. Our properties in Switzerland form the stable

to be transparent, are open-minded and seek creative and intelli

counterweight of our portfolio.

gent solutions. Our company, and the mindset of our employees,
are characterised by innovation.

Our mission is innovation
The promotion of innovation is our passion. But we still want to

Excellence

always remain independent. Through the future-oriented and

We are success and performance-oriented. Commitment and

sustainable growth of the companies of the Integra Group – in

continuous improvement guarantee that our companies deliver top

Switzerland as well as abroad – we want to create jobs and gener

quality. Our management is tough yet fair. Performance counts.

ate value in order to benefit all of our stakeholders.

We are an attractive employer because we do not just challenge
employees, we also foster their development. Corporate goals are
more important than personal goals.
Entrepreneurship
We display entrepreneurial courage but are also very much aware of
risks. Our actions are guided by strong leadership and entrepreneur
ship. We seize opportunities, act quickly and decisively but also
carefully weigh risks. We are conscious of our responsibility and
always stay humble. Stability and sustainability are more important
than quick, short-term growth.
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INTEGRA Metering
INTEGRA Metering AG, Therwil (CH)
INTEGRA Metering SAS, Blagnac (F)
INTEGRA Metering S&S SAS, Blagnac (F)
INTEGRA Metering AG DMCC, Dubai (UAE)
INTEGRA Metering Asia Pte. Ltd., Singapore (SG)
Aquametro AG, Therwil (CH)
Aquametro Messtechnik GmbH, Bremen (GER)
bill24 AG, Therwil (CH)

A global
success story

AQUAMETRO Oil & Marine
Aquametro Oil & Marine AG, Therwil (CH)
Aquametro Oil & Marine GmbH, Rostock-Warnemünde (GER)
Aquametro Oil & Marine (S.E.A.) Pte. Ltd., Singapore (SG)
Aquametro Oil & Marine (China) Pte. Ltd., Singapore (SG)

INTEGRA Holding AG, Wallisellen (CH)

Aquametro Oil & Marine (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., Shanghai (CHN)
Aquametro Oil & Marine Korea Ltd., Busan (KOR)

INTEGRA Immobilien AG, Wallisellen (CH)

Aquametro Oil & Marine Representative Office India, Mumbai (IND)
Aquametro Oil & Marine Representative Office Japan, Tokyo (J)

INTEGRA Biosciences
INTEGRA Biosciences AG, Zizers (CH)

SIGNAL

INTEGRA Biosciences Deutschland GmbH, Biebertal (GER)

SIGNAL AG, Büren a. A. (CH)

INTEGRA Biosciences SAS, Cergy-Pontoise Cedex (F)

Segnaletica Mordasini SA, Sementina (CH)

INTEGRA Biosciences Ltd., Thatcham (UK)
INTEGRA Biosciences Corp., Hudson, NH (US)

SITEK AG, Grenchen (CH)

INTEGRA Biosciences (Shanghai) Co. Ltd., Shanghai (CHN)

SITEK AG, Münchenbuchsee (CH)

INTEGRA Biosciences KK, Tokyo (J)
INTEGRA Engineering India Ltd., Halol (IND)
8
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Corporate structure
ORGU Foundation
Trustees
Adrian Oehler, President
Natalie Hartmann
Hans Hess
Christian Rahn
INTEGRA Holding AG
Board of Directors

Group Management

Adrian Oehler, President

Adrian Oehler, CEO

Martin Folini, Vice President

Corinne Ruckstuhl, Deputy CEO

Annette Heimlicher

Sven Linder, CFO

Heinrich M. Lanz
Clemens Ruckstuhl
INTEGRA Immobilien AG

INTEGRA Biosciences

INTEGRA Metering AG

Aquametro Oil & Marine AG

SIGNAL AG

SITEK AG

Holding AG

INTEGRA Engineering
India Ltd.

Board of Directors

Board of Directors

Board of Directors

Board of Directors

Board of Directors

Board of Directors

Board of Directors

Adrian Oehler, President

Adrian Oehler, President

Dieter Brunner, President

Corinne Ruckstuhl, President

Adrian Oehler, President

Corinne Ruckstuhl, President

Corinne Ruckstuhl, President

Franz Haudenschild

Gary Nelson, Vice President

Adrian Oehler, Vice President

Adrian Oehler

Martin Bütikofer

Martin Folini

Adrian Oehler

Clemens Ruckstuhl

Philip Bodmer

Heinrich M. Lanz

Frank Kunkel

Monika Krüsi

Werner Gertsch

Rahul G. Divan

Dominik Weber

Elmar Morscher

Elmar Morscher

Mads Soerensen

Heinrich M. Lanz

Peter Riedweg

Shalin Divatia

Prof. Dr. Roger Nitsch

Alain Ramond

Martin Lenz

Bhargav Patel

John Warren

Fernando Da Silva Moreira

Ernst Moser

Mahendra Sanghvi

CEO

CEO

CEO

CEO

CEO

CEO

CEO

Adrian Oehler

Urs Hartmann

Oliver Jud

Axel Schulz

Peter Fankhauser

Urs Rutz

Utkarsh Pundlik († 14.09.2021)
Bhavin Kariya (as of Feb. 2022)
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Holdings

Holdings

Holdings

Holdings

Holdings

INTEGRA Biosciences AG ,

INTEGRA Metering SAS,

Aquametro Oil & Marine GmbH,

Segnaletica Mordasini SA,

INTEGRA Systems Private Ltd.,

Zizers (CH)

Blagnac (F)

Rostock-Warnemünde (GER)

Sementina (CH)

Halol (IND)

INTEGRA Biosciences Deutsch-

INTEGRA Metering S&S SAS,

Aquametro Oil & Marine (S.E.A.)

land GmbH, Biebertal (GER)

Blagnac (F)

Pte. Ltd., Singapore (SG)

INTEGRA Biosciences SAS,

INTEGRA Metering AG DMCC,

Aquametro Oil & Marine (China)

Cergy-Pontoise Cedex (F)

Dubai (UAE)

Pte. Ltd., Singapore (SG)

INTEGRA Biosciences Ltd.,

INTEGRA Metering Asia Pte.

Aquametro Oil & Marine (Shang-

Thatcham (UK)

Ltd., Singapore (SG)

hai) Co. Ltd., Shanghai (CHN)

INTEGRA Biosciences Corp.,

Aquametro AG,

Aquametro Oil & Marine Korea

Hudson NH (US)

Therwil (CH)

Ltd., Busan (KOR)

INTEGRA Biosciences (Shang-

Aquametro Messtechnik GmbH,

Aquametro Oil & Marine Rep.

hai) Co. Ltd.,Shanghai (CHN)

Bremen (GER)

Office India, Mumbai (IND)

INTEGRA Biosciences KK,

bill24 AG,

Aquametro Oil & Marine Rep.

Tokyo (J)

Therwil (CH)

Office Japan, Tokyo (J)
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Facts and Figures
of the INTEGRA Group

CO²

By converting 60% of the handheld tip sales
to the new eco friendly 3000 tip series,
Integra Biosciences saved

900,000 kg

Aquametro Oil & Marine’s Remote Monitoring
System is monitoring the fuel consumption

of CO² in 2021.

on board of more than

150

In 2021, Sitek AG produced

28,000,000

vessels.

individual parts and assemblies from
150 tons of raw material and delivered
them to over 170 satisfied customers.

2021 Integra Immobilien AG has projects
under construction with a construction
volume of about

140,000 m³

In 2021 Integra Engineering hired more than

300

new employees.

In Andermatt, at an altitude of

Integra Metering with

one can find probably one of the largest

order intake compared to 2020.

1,437 m

+16 %

and highest LED walls for citizen information
in Switzerland.
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International

Key figures

Active in over

226 188
39 3
markets

distributors

own subsidiaries

newly opened

worldwide

markets/countries

325 Mio.
+26.8 %

Our corporate social responsibility activities:
• Support of the Paris international climate agreement to limit

CHF

the global temperature increase to 1.5°C.

Record revenue

• All subsidiaries commit to sustainably reducing their emissions
and to use renewable electricity wherever possible.
• On all new construction projects, the surfaces will be equipped
with photovoltaic systems.

CHF

98.7 Mio.
+60.2 %
EBITDA

Net revenue

350

30

300

25

250

20

200

15

150

10

100

5

• Conversion of vehicle fleets to electric cars started.
• Provision of work integration jobs for people who have lost
their place in working life due to accident or illness.
• Group-wide financial support for various organizations such as
disabled and youth sports as well as cultural events in Switzerland,
the Sea Rescuers (German Maritime Search & Rescue Service),
the Indian Hospital Shree Narayan Trust and the Indian Elementary
School near Halol.

People

1,867

people are employed by Integra

69 43
23

apprentices

nationalities

Mio CHF

2014

2015

2016

— Revenue in Mio CHF

2017

2018

— EBITDA in Mio CHF

2019

2020

2021

%

— EBITDA Marge in %

Our Brands

occupational profiles
of apprentices
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It is our mission to further
develop our investment port
folio in a sustainable manner
Integra Immobilien AG began its business activities in 1939. It now owns and manages
the properties of the Swiss business headquarters of the holdings of Integra Holding
AG as well as the strategic development sites adjacent to the railroad stations of
Wallisellen and Wil. In addition, it manages and maintains the properties of the
pension fund of Integra.
In recent years, Integra Immobilien AG has become a strong pillar within the Integra
Group in accordance with the guidelines of Integra Holding AG. Its goal is to continuously
strengthen the revenues and the substance of its investment portfolio – also of the
Integra Group - in a sustainable and predictable manner. With the goal of a balanced
portfolio, the company wants to further reduce dependence on purely industrial
and commercial properties and successively put the strategic development sites in
Wallisellen and Wil to new use.

CONS T RUC T ION OF S W I T ZERL A ND'S
FIR S T PUBLIC-PRI VAT E PRIM A RY SCHOOL
BUILDING NE A R COMPLE T ION (RE A DY
FOR OCCUPA NC Y IN SUMMER 2022)

16

V ISUA L IZ AT ION OF T HE B UIL DING P ROJEC T S OU T H OF
T HE FAC TORY BUILDING AT IN T EGR A SQUA RE WA LLISELLEN

INTEGRASquare Wallisellen

CONS T RUC T ION SI T E OF T HE SECOND E X T ENSION BUILDING
OF IN T EGR A BIOSCIENCES IN ZIZER S

E X T ENSION BUILDING OF SI T EK AG IN GRENCHEN

Comment on the reporting year

Outlook

The Integra property in Wallisellen covers around 40,000 m².

In the year under review, a study contract was inititated with

The year 2021 was again a successful business year for Integra

The school building will be ready for occupancy at the beginning

According to the design plan, which entered into force in 2018,

six architectural firms for the next construction phase directly

Immobilien AG. The various construction projects continued to

of the new school year in August 2022 and will further vitalize

large parts of the property are supposed to be redesigned in the

adjacent to Wallisellen train station. The specifications envisage

place great demands on the entire team. Due to the partial rental

Integra Square.

long term. It is intended that after the redevelopment the site

the realization of three high-rise buildings on a commercial base

termination of areas in the factory building in preparation of

will continue to have a variety of complementary uses such as

with a total building mass of 100,000 m³ and a utilization rate of

the realization of the longitudinal building in Wallisellen and due

For the construction project south of the factory building, the sub

industry and commerce, but also services and education, in addi

80 % residential and 20 % commercial. Construction is scheduled

to COVID compensation, rental income was slightly below the pre

mission of further building application documents for the purpose

tion to the emphasis on housing. Through this repurposing with

to begin in 2024.

vious year at CHF 14.7 million. Due to the approaching completion

of obtaining the full building permit will take place in the first

a balanced mix of uses, the central concern of revitalizing the

of the school building and the longitudinal building, the portfolio

quarter of 2022. As soon as this has been received, the construction

area can be successively achieved. The guideline project envisages

INTEGRASquare Wil

again experienced a significant appreciation, resulting in a good

of the 53 apartments and commercial space can begin.

the construction of three high-rise buildings between 39 and

The approximately 36,000 m² industrial site has been owned by

operating profit II.

63 meters high along the railroad tracks. The total construction

Integra Immobilien AG since 1937. Due to its immediate proximi

volume on the site will be around 300,000 m³.

ty to the railroad station, the old town and the freeway access

Integra Immobilien AG was commissioned by its sister company

to Wil, the property is to be used for residential development in

Integra Biosciences AG with the planning of a production building

The first primary school building in Switzerland for twelve pri

the future. This site, which is close to the city center, represents

with clean room as well as further logistics and office space. At the

The extension in Zizers has entered the construction phase and is

mary school classes, which is being built in a public-private part

a strategically important potential for conversion and internal

end of 2020, the preliminary study for this project and the purchase

currently on schedule. The enormous time pressure continues to pose

nership, is currently being completed. The shell of this compact

development for the city of Wil. The partial zoning plan submitted

for the additionally required land in Zizers of approximately 15,000 m²

major challenges for the entire planning team. The commissioning

and very impressive building, was started being built on schedule

in the year under review was approved by the authorities for the

were completed. The rapid and timely realization of the project

in the first quarter of 2023 will be very demanding but is on track.

in spring 2020 and was completed by the end of May 2021. The

participatory process in November 2021.

was pushed ahead at full speed and the groundbreaking ceremony

Planning work for the realization of the three high-rise buildings will

school building will be ready for occupancy at the beginning of

took place at the beginning of November 2021. The production hall,

the new school year in August 2022.

which is ready for operation and includes a clean room, is scheduled

continue apace to be able to start the planned construction in 2024.

to be handed over to the company at the beginning of 2023.
In addition, project planning for the building project south of
the factory building resulting from the 2020 study contract was

The extension building in Grenchen for the sister company Sitek AG

started at the beginning of March 2021. The building application

could not be completed as planned at the end of the reporting year

was submitted in mid-November 2021, and the demolition, foun

due to the severe weather conditions in summer 2021. It will be

dation and excavation work will be carried out as early as the

handed over to operations with a slight delay in March 2022. The

beginning of 2022. 53 apartments of various sizes and around

completion of this project is the basic prerequisite for the realiza

1,000 m² of commercial space will be realized.

tion of a residential development on the current company site in

INTEGRA Immobilien AG

Münchenbuchsee. In addition, Integra Immobilien AG acquired the

Hammerweg 1

Bettlach property from Sitek AG to realize a residential development

8304 Wallisellen, Switzerland

there once the rezoning has been completed.

Tel. +41 43 233 30 20

The team of Integra Immobilien AG currently comprises 8 employees.

www.integra-immobilien.ch

info@integra-immobilien.ch
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A record year with
strong growth
Integra Biosciences is a leading international manufacturer of high quality, innovative
pipettes and laboratory equipment based in Zizers (CH) and Hudson (US). The com
pany brings customer-oriented innovations to the market with high frequency.
With the high-precision laboratory devices for the exact dosing of liquids, Integra
Biosciences customers in research, clinical diagnostics and quality control make
their work processes more efficient and thus accelerate progress in basic research.
This helps to ensure that diseases can be understood, cured and prevented more
quickly. Integra Biosciences stands for innovation, quality and customer focus and
enjoys an outstanding reputation.

OF T HE 53 1 EMPLOY EES OF IN T EGR A BIOSCIENCES,
180 WORK IN ZIZER S, GRISONS, S W I T ZERL A ND

20
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INTEGRA Biosciences AG

INTEGRA Biosciences

INTEGRA Biosciences SAS

Tardisstrasse 201

Deutschland GmbH

Avenue du Fief – La Mare II, BP

7205 Zizers, Switzerland

An der Amtmannsmühle 1

79570 – ZI Béthunes, St Ouen

Tel. +41 81 286 95 30

35444 Biebertal, Germany

l‘Aumône, 95062 Cergy-Pontoise

info@integra-biosciences.com

Tel. +49 6409 81 999 15

Cedex 1, France

www.integra-biosciences.com

info-de@integra-biosciences.com

Tel. +33 1 34 30 76 76
info-fr@integra-biosciences.com

INTEGRA Biosciences Ltd.

INTEGRA Biosciences Corp.

INTEGRA Biosciences (Shanghai)

2 Rivermead Business Park

22 Friars Drive, Hudson, NH

Co. Ltd., Shanghai, China

Thatcham, RG19 4EP

03051, US

Room 1110, 515 Huanke Road,

United Kingdom

Tel. +1 603 578 5800

Pilot Free Trade Zone,

Tel. +44 7711 607 687

info-us@integra-biosciences.com

Shanghai 201315, China

info-uk@integra-biosciences.com

Tel. +86 21 58 44 72 03
info-cn@integra-biosciences.com

INTEGRA Biosciences KK
Higashikanda MK5 Building, 3rd Floor
1-5-6 Higashikanda, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 101-0031, Japan
MINI 96 IS T HE MOS T A FFORDA BLE, P ORTA BLE 96
CH A NNEL ELEC T RONIC PIPE T T E ON T HE M A RKE T

Tel. +81 3 5962 4936

ENGINEER S DE V ELOPING INNOVAT I V E PRECISION EQUIPMEN T S

info-jp@integra-biosciences.com

Outlook 2022

Comment on the reporting year
2021 was again a year of accelerated growth for the Integra Bio

Integra Biosciences' history. Thanks to close and long-term strategic

The current business year 2022 will be characterized by a high uncer

In addition, two new products will be launched in 2022 which will

sciences Group. The turnover increased to CHF 191 million which

relationships with key suppliers it was possible to satisfy the strong

tainty of market demand, reflecting the erratic pandemic needs on

complement the existing portfolio besides the proven, flexible and

corresponds to an impressive growth of 46 % compared to a

demand for all laboratory equipment without interruptions, suppor

one side and increased clinical diagnostic requirements not linked to

attractively priced ASSIST PLUS pipetting robot. Together with the

strong previous year. Operating profit II rose respectively.

ted by proactive ordering of critical components such as metals and

Covid-19 on the other side. The construction of the new production

unique pipetting device portfolio, with electronic VIAFLO and VOYAGER

Despite strong competition to attract highly qualified talents,

electronic components.

plant in Switzerland will reach a milestone by the end of 2022 when

pipettes, the ASSIST pipetting robots and the proven VIAFLO 96- and

the first injection molding machine is installed. Commissioning is

384-channel pipettes, it is expected that double digit growth continues.

Integra Biosciences was able to hire 100 new employees, 60 in the
US, 33 in Switzerland and 7 in other countries. The total number

In the 4th quarter, another new construction plant dedicated to

planned for 2023 which will allow to cover the growing tip demand for

of Integra Biosciences employees grew to 531 people and repre

produce high turnover tips celebrated its groundbreaking event in

the coming years. Attracting a significant number of new employees

The innovative power in instruments, consumables and digital services

sents more than 30 different nations.

Zizers (CH). The ambition is to build a 13,000 m² Integra Campus

remains a rewarding but very challenging task not only in Switzerland

remain of utmost importance. Both the new e-commerce offerings

where innovations shall be defined, developed and produced and

and in the US, but also in all current and new markets where Integra

and the strong social media presence will further increase the competi

North America was the strongest region with a turnover of

where all global functions work together representing the culture of

Biosciences will broaden its commercial presence in 2022.

tiveness and efficiency in better serving customers. New development

CHF 115 million. The US grew 48 % vs. last year with Canada

ONE TEAM.

projects will be enabled by expanding the engineering expert pool.

Europe broadened its footprint just as strong and contributed

Environmentally friendly packaging for tips which reduce plastic

The initiated strategy “We accelerate science together“ strengthens

CHF 57 million to the overall group sales. The Asia/Pacific region

consumption by 60 % enjoyed high market acceptance. By conver

Integra Biosciences visibility and is the heart of the company's emp

with China growing by 90 % also developed successfully and

ting 60 % of the handheld tip sales to this new eco-friendly 3000 tip

loyer branding journey to make it become known to the wider public.

achieved a turnover of CHF 18 million.

series, Integra Biosciences saved 900t of CO² in 2021. The foundation

being the strongest growth country in the group growing 180 %.

“myclimate” supports Integra in its efforts to minimize the carbon
The 2nd year of the pandemic was marked by a continued global

footprint in accordance with the Greenhouse-Gas Protocol. Integra

shortage of pipette tips in the market. Integra Biosciences was

Biosciences is committed to reduce all of its emissions by 50 % until

the only producer with uninterrupted supply to all key customers,

2030 and to only use renewable energy.

predominantly in the clinical diagnostics sector. Thanks to an early
decision to expand the production capacity for tips in Hudson (US),

Once again, Integra Biosciences received numerous awards in the

the availability was four-folded in 2021. The inauguration of this

reporting year including the golden seal of quality from SelectScien

expanded and modernized plant was celebrated in March 2021 after

ce for the product VOYAGER.

a record time in construction of only 9 months. During the year,
10 new injection molding machines and 9 automation cells were
installed which underline the unprecedented speed of expansion in
22
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Together with its customers
and business partners,
Integra Metering is progres
sing the digitalization of water
and thermal energy supply
For more than 90 years, Integra Metering has been developing and producing high
quality water and thermal energy meters.
With a complete portfolio of solutions, Integra Metering is a partner of choice for
water and thermal energy suppliers, public utilities, property management compa
nies and building operators.
Today, the company increasingly develops IoT communication systems for smart
metering and smart cities. The purpose is to provide its customers and business
partners with the necessary data to manage resources, anticipate the growing de
mand, optimize costs, and be part of a sustainable future in energy and water use.

RUBIN® SONIC
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INTEGRA Metering AG

INTEGRA Metering SAS

INTEGRA Metering S&S SAS

INTEGRA Metering AG DMCC

Ringstrasse 75,

12 rue Font Grasse,

11 rue de Briquetiers,

Unit No: 43

4106 Therwil, Switzerland

31700 Blagnac, France

31700 Blagnac, France

DMCC Business Centre, Level No 5,

Tel. +41 61 725 11 11

Tel. +33 5 61 11 23 56

Tel. +33 5 61 11 23 56

Jewellery & Gemplex 2, Dubai, UAE

info@integra-metering.com

info@integra-metering.com

info@integra-metering.com

Tel. +97 155 605 2905

www.integra-metering.com

www.integra-metering.com

www.integra-metering.com

info.imme@integra-metering.com
www.integra-metering.com

INTEGRA Metering Asia Pte. Ltd.

Aquametro AG

Aquametro Messtechnik GmbH

bill24 AG

10 UBI Crescent, #04-21

Ringstrasse 75,

Kurt-Schumacher-Allee 2,

Ringstrasse 75,

UBI Techpark, Singapore 408564

4106 Therwil, Switzerland

28329 Bremen, Germany

4106 Therwil, Switzerland

Tel. +65 6899 1980

Tel. +41 61 725 11 22

Tel. +49 421 871 64-0

Tel. +41 61 725 13 52

rajesh.nogaja@integra-metering.com

info@aquametro.com

info.amd@aquametro.com

info@bill24.ch

www.integra-metering.com

www.aquametro.com

www.aquametro.de
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Comment on the reporting year

Outlook

2021 started positively thanks to Integra Metering’s key growth

The successful introduction of new products also allowed the further

With the year 2022 being a crucial drive in an expanding business,

driver TOPAS® SONIC, its residential smart water meter. Order in

expansion of the market leading position. A key success in 2021 was

Integra Metering grows towards a CHF 100 million metering

take in the first quarter was in line with expectations and started

the launch of the new multifunctional thermal energy calculator

business. This is the outcome of a holistic strategy review con

to materialize the efforts from the past year. Strong order intake

CALEC® ST III in April, which received positive market feedback and

ducted in 2021 and a complete shareholder alignment towards

from target regions were secured later on, increasing by more than

a significant number of order entries. New IoT based solutions, fea

the Business Plan for the period 2022 – 2026.

16 % in comparison to 2020.

turing innovative communication technologies such as LoRaWAN®,

In Switzerland, the effect of the pandemic on the water market

paved the way for Integra Metering’s customers to a smart city and

Leveraging Integra Metering’s own ultrasonic technology, increasing

smart building future for both water and thermal energy businesses.

capacity, and becoming an international volume manufacturer in the
water industry are the key growth drivers here.

remained visible in the first quarter of 2021. The increasing customer
demand starting in the second quarter of the year indicated recovery

The sales revenues were, however, less fruitful. In fact, conversion

and a return to the successful level of the pre-2020 business. Another

of the strong demand into revenues was hampered by products’

Additionally, Integra Metering will strongly expand into EMEA’s

victory was the winning of a 10,000 mechanical water meter aquabasic® delivery delay due to the global shortage of electronic components.

residential, commercial and industrial markets while strengthening

PMK tender for the cities of Geneva and Lausanne, which affirmed the

further its solutions and services in Switzerland and Germany.

position of the company as a trustful and reliable partner.

Yet, with incoming orders of CHF 43 million and sales of CHF 37 million,
Integra Metering strongly confirmed not only a successful execution

The company’s cornerstones to convert this plan into a success

In the thermal energy sector, the market developed well with a high

of the restructuring process started in 2020, but also a substantial

story are a substantial capital increase by the existing sharehol

demand in Switzerland and a strong second half of 2021 in Germany.

move towards profitable growth. As a result, the company success

ders, significant investments in the entire infrastructure, and a

A major highlight is that the business continued strong and advan

fully closed its fiscal year with a slightly positive operative result

targeted and purposeful strengthening of the Organization.

ced even further during this year.

for the second year in a row.
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Intelligent, innovative fuel
metering and performance
systems, that enable
Aquametro Oil & Marine
clients in the maritime
and industrial sector to
become greener
Aquametro Oil & Marine offers a wide range of products for the applications “measure
ment”, “treatment”, “performance monitoring” and “dosing /special liquids” in the
shipping, marine, vehicle and industrial sectors. Aquametro Oil & Marine operates
from the headquarters in Germany and Switzerland as well as from Singapore for
the Asian market.
The subsidiary in South Korea and representative offices in India and Japan as well
as a global service network with numerous partners are important pillars of success.
To serve the Chinese market which is becoming increasingly important, a new
Aquametro Oil & Marine office was opened in Shanghai.
The site in Switzerland is characterized by extensive experience and expertise in the
calibration of oil meters. The subsidiary in Germany focuses on the production and
sales of marine products, R&D, services and marketing for the group. The core com
petences of the Singapore office are service and technical support for the whole
Asian area. All three headquarters are certified according to ISO 9001 and ISO 45001,
partially as well for ISO 14001. All three locations got confirmation of valid re-certifi
cation after successful audits in 2021.

T UG BOAT GUIDING C A RGO SHIP
AWAY FROM P ORT CH A LMER S,
NE W ZE A L A ND
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Aquametro Oil & Marine AG

Aquametro Oil & Marine GmbH

Aquametro Oil & Marine

Aquametro Oil & Marine

Ringstrasse 75,

Friedrich-Barnewitz-Strasse 11,

(S.E.A.) Pte Ltd.

(China) Pte. Ltd.

4106 Therwil, Switzerland

18119 Rostock-Warnemünde,

10 Ubi Crescent, Lobby B,

10 Ubi Crescent, Lobby B,

Tel. +41 61 725 44 10

Germany

#04-21 Ubi Techpark,

#04-21 Ubi Techpark,

info@aquametro-oil-marine.com

Tel. +49 381 382 530 00

Singapore 408564

Singapore 408564

info@aquametro-oil-marine.com

Tel. +65 6899 19 80

Tel. +65 6899 19 80

www.aquametro-oil-marine.com

www.aquametro-oil-marine.com
Aquametro Oil & Marine

Aquametro Oil & Marine

Aquametro Oil & Marine

Aquametro Oil & Marine

(Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

Korea Ltd.

Representative Office India

Representative Office Japan

Room 305, East Bld. 1,

3F, Hymax building,

Spaces Inspire Hub,

Yasuhiko Takahashi, 1-18-4,

No. 68, Xiu Pu Road,

169, Sameo-ro

Adani Western Heights,

Nakane, Meguro-ku

Pudong New District,

Haeundae-gu, Busan,

JP Road, Andheri (West),

152-0031 Tokyo, Japan

Shanghai, China 201315

48044, South Korea

400 053 Mumbai, India

Tel. +81 3 3723 8611

Tel. +86 21 6877 3968

Tel. +82 51 905 55 66

Tel. +91 961 90 13 282

aquametro@korea.com

SERV ICE OF CON TOIL® FUEL OIL ME T ER (FM)

INS TA LL AT ION A ND COMMISSION OF SH A F T P OW ER ME T ER (SPM) ON A V ESSEL

Comment on the reporting year

Outlook

At the end of 2021 the Aquametro Oil & Marine Group employed

A main concern during the global pandemic were the supply chains

Aquametro Oil & Marine aims to continue growing in 2022. This

As the global pandemic begins to ease, the participation in several

almost 60 people and provides own capacities for all its core com

(mainly for brass & bronze and electronics) and repeated lockdowns in

growth shall be generated by recently introduced products such as

major face-to-face exhibitions will allow Aquametro Oil & Marine

petencies.

the regional areas which made clients unsure and concerned.

the AOM Coriolis Meters. The increasing market demand is proven

to reactivate and intensify customer contacts.

Further special projects to restructure the organization, such as the

All in all, and by special consideration of the global pandemic with

introduction of a new independent ERP system in Switzerland and

considerable adverse effects on the business environment, the

the establishment of a simplified QM system were completed.

financial year can be described as successful even with decreased

Sustainability and decarbonization have been und will continue to

Aquametro Oil Marine’s position in the fuel monitoring and fuel

Several new and re-certifications of products (FM, SPM) have been

consolidated sales of CHF 9.6 million and with a similar operating

be investment drivers in all industries. More and more companies

efficiency market.

achieved. Intensive market studies for new products and companies

result but six times higher net profit compared to 2020. These

implement specific projects to push the reduction of emissions.

have been carried out to secure future growth.

results already consider the strong impact by the increased material

The use of alternative fuels plays an important role, whether as an

supply cost and supply chain shortage.

admixture to fossil fuels or as a pure alternative fuel. Aquametro

by first successes that will be reflected in the 2022 figures. Gene
rally, trust and investments seem to have returned to the market.

Further developments of the Fuel Performance System and newly
acquired type approvals for our marine products will strengthen

A partnership for Coriolis Meter was started to ensure the market

Oil & Marine has adapted its product portfolio to these requirements

shares and acceptance as well as packaging of products with

by introducing new material options to the CONTOIL® family.

Aquametro Oil & Marine brand. In China the RMS (Remote Moni

Alternative fuel applications and the optimization of fuel efficiency

toring System) continues to gain market shares, especially in the

by Aquametro Oil & Marine products will be pushed and be a key

harbor tug market. The marine products have increased their share

driver for substantial growth.

of sales especially by SPM and FPS.

CON TOIL® A ND DOMINO®
FLOW ME T ER S FOR
A LT ERN AT I V E FUEL S
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Market leader in Switzerland
Signal AG was founded in Biel in 1946. In the year under review, the company
celebrated its 75th anniversary with its employees, customers and partners in
line with the values of "Swissness" and "customer orientation". Since 1990, the
headquarters and manufacturing facilities have been located in Büren an der Aare.
There are also 13 branches in Switzerland. The company is active in the fields of
signalization, traffic area design, marking and traffic guidance and supplies systems
and solutions for information and safety on all traffic routes. Signal AG attaches
great importance to quality, safety and environmental protection and is certified
according to ISO 9001, 14001 and 45001.
Customers include municipalities, cities, cantons, the federal government, industry,
commerce, private individuals and public transport. The sales and service network
is divided into nine market areas with locations in the cantons of Aargau, Basel, Bern,
Fribourg, Geneva, Grisons, Lucerne, Ticino, Thurgau, Valais, Vaud and Zurich, thus en
suring proximity in all language regions of Switzerland. To be successful in the market,
it is crucial to know the local peculiarities and to work closely with the clientele.
In Ticino, the subsidiary Segnaletica Mordasini SA is active in road marking.

SEP T EMBER 202 1,
M A RKING, REICHENB ACH
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Comments on the year under review

Business development and projects

Outlook

SIGNAL AG

The business year was characterized by several weather caprices.

The implementation of the newly developed strategy was the main

In 2022, Signal AG aims to continue growing in all business areas.

Industriezone kleine Ey,

At the beginning of the year, this delayed the start of the marking

priority alongside the operational business. The focus lied on imple

The largest growth is expected to take place in the Display and

3294 Büren a/Aare, Switzerland

season, and in the summer many parts of Switzerland were para

menting a professional product management, a professional IT orga

Guidance business unit. For this purpose, new products and solu

Tel. +41 32 352 11 11

lyzed by heavy rainfall and flooding. The latter led to delays in the

nization as well as on data cleansing to prepare for the introduction

tions will be developed and the team expanded. First smart city

info@signal.ch

execution of projects and orders in all business areas. The ongoing

of the new CRM and the upcoming replacement of the ERP.

solutions are under discussion in some preliminary projects.

www.signal.ch

deployment planning. In the second half of the year, the cumula

Signal AG now also offers road signals in digital printing. This was

The high volume of orders in the BSA business unit (operational and

Segnaletica Mordasini SA

tive backlog in the processing of orders was made up for thanks to

made possible by the commissioning of a new line consisting of printer,

safety equipment on highways) must be managed professionally

Via Pobbia 4,

the great commitment and high flexibility of the workforce. Signal

laminator and plotter. These products are also EN 12899 certified.

and on schedule, and new projects must be won. The area of signali

6514 Sementina, Switzerland

zation, traffic area design and marking shall grow sustainably and

Tel. +41 91 780 46 60

pandemic led to regular adjustments in production processes and

Group achieved its financial targets in 2021 and closed the finan
cial year with the highest operating performance in the company's

Moreover, a stele design competition for ZVV (Zurich Transport

acquire more supraregional and national customers. The product

ticino@signal.ch

history of CHF 60.8 million.

Network) was won. During 2021, a prototype stele with innovative

portfolio will be expanded in a targeted manner in line with new

www.segnaletica-mordasini.ch

elements was developed on behalf of ZVV in compliance with the

customer expectations in the area of traffic management measures.

The development of the subsidiary Segnaletica Mordasini SA in

Disability Equality Act. The final jury decision is expected by the end

Ticino was particularly noteworthy. Thanks to the high flexibility

of 2022.

of its local employees and solution-oriented customer offerings,
the 2021 financial year closed with record sales and earnings.

Signal will continue the implementation of its strategy 2023.
For example, investments will be made in the digitization of processes

The young business unit Display and Guidance realized numerous

without media discontinuity, with the aim of delivering added value

new and forward-looking projects, such as the first stage of the

to customers and making internal processes more efficient. Finally,

Jungfrau Railways parking guidance system, passenger information

the replacement of the outdated ERP system will be tackled.

displays for Chemin de Fer du Jura, the first e-paper ads for a public
transport company in Luxembourg with an integrated and further
developed content management software solution, or citizen infor
mation systems for various municipalities, to name just a few.

AU GUS T 2 0 2 1,
7 5 Y E A R S – S I GN A L A G , V IP - E V E N T, B ÜR E N A N D E R A A R E
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Expansion and forward
strategy at all levels
Sitek AG is a subcontracting company specialized in the production of technical preci
sion parts and assemblies made of injection molded and décolletage plastic parts as
well as hybrid components.
Founded in Bettlach in 1997, the company was acquired by Aquametro AG in 2004.
In 2015, it was taken over by Integra Holding. In 2018, the company moved into its
modern premises in Grenchen. Through a company acquisition in 2019, new customers
as well as employees with great expertise could be gained.
As a supplier in the high-wage country of Switzerland, Sitek focuses on sophisticated
components and services. The concentration on the two main segments of industrial
components and medical technology guarantees Sitek stable growth and an even uti
lization of the infrastructure. The focus lies on the realization of complex components
and processes and is supported by a high level of expertise at all levels. Sitek thus
offers a demanding clientele the opportunity to benefit from comprehensive services
in form of a one-stop shop, from the initial idea to series production.

A SSEMBLY WORK S TAT ION
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SITEK AG
Head Office
Neckarsulmstrasse 24,
2540 Grenchen, Switzerland
Tel. +41 32 645 29 29
info@sitek.ch
www.sitek.ch
SITEK AG
Plastic moulding plant
Schöneggweg 30,
3053 Münchenbuchsee,
Switzerland
Tel. +41 32 645 29 29
info@sitek.ch
www.sitek.ch
DÉCOLLE T EUR AT T HE SLIDING HE A DS TOCK L AT HE

INJEC T ION MOULDED PA RT S ON CON V E YOR BELT

Comment on the reporting year

Outlook
In 2021, the focus was placed on numerous cost optimization and

2022 will be marked by the relocation and the merger of the two loca

to the new strategic focus on complex applications in the areas of

reorganization projects. Despite a 23 % increase in sales to CHF 12.1 Mio.,

tions. The new building and the adapted organizational structures will targeted investments and a better market presence.

medical and industrial components and despite the effects of the

personnel expenses were only marginally increased. Various invest

allow clear processes, the realization of synergies and the implemen

Corona crisis. The increase was even more visible in the operating

ments to increase the degree of automation and to improve quality

tation of zone concepts. Spacious production and storage halls will

The organizational and spatial consolidation of sales and engineering

profit. With the vaccination announcement at the beginning of

were realized and production efficiency was thus increased. In order

support this in the future.

enables shorter reaction times and a more competent market presen

2021 and new optimism, many customers with declining orders in

to ensure and secure these improvements in the future, further

the previous year caught up with their orders. As a result, order

investments were made towards the end of the year, which will be

With the modernized location, Sitek will undergo a rebranding and

processes in order to serve customers comprehensively

intake and order backlog with long-term framework contracts

used in the extension building.

move under the umbrella of the parent company with its new name

The ambitious sales target of 2021 was clearly exceeded thanks

increased significantly above the previous year and the budget.
Various bottlenecks in raw materials resulted in massive price

Furthermore, the Décolletage division will also be sharpened through

ce. The envisaged new projects require in-depth knowledge of related

"Integra Sitek". The new design represents the focused strategy on

The future larger premises and the different requirements of the

medical technology.

various technologies require two decentralized quality assurance
departments. The new production layout also takes into account the

In spring 2021, the groundbreaking ceremony for the extension

increases in some cases, whereby an operational focus was placed

building was held, which will enable the local consolidation of the

on sourcing and critical stocks were built up preventively. With

The partial renewal of the machinery in injection molding production

different cleanliness requirements and allows for the later realization

two production sites in Münchenbuchsee and Grenchen at the

the sales organization still being set up and due to the general

into modern all-electric systems will allow better process control and

of a clean room. Sitek is thus well positioned for future growth and to

headquarters. Bad weather in the summer months and delivery

restraint on the market, there were only few major new projects

reproducibility in the future. With the new positioning and the higher

realize its full potential.

shortages for the façade elements led to a slight delay.

in 2021, although a strong focus will be placed on acquiring new

requirements of a demanding clientele, the ISO 13485:2016 certifica

customers in 2022.

tion, already prepared in 2021, is planned for October 2022.

CUS TOMISED T URNED PA RT S
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New business opportunities
in the Locomotive and Metro
market
Integra Engineering India Limited takes great pride and interest in offering a variety
of engineering solutions. On the one hand side the company has an expertise in sheet
metal fabrication work as well as machining and surface treatment. Its comprehensive
manufacturing facilities offer a unique blend of products as well as services to end
users like Indian Railways being an OEM for rolling stock and metro equipment in the
transport sector.
The company on the other side is supplying various Research Designs & Standards
Organisation (RDSO)-approved electromechanical products such as metal to metal
relays, metal to carbon relays and LED signals to Indian Railways.
The company is listed on Bombay Stock Exchange and therefore has to comply with
various laws and regulations as a responsible corporate citizen.
The expected new opportunities and its future business potential led the company
to plan and invest in new premises and machineries for capacity enhancement. In ad
dition, a qualified and experienced people and develop performance-based monitoring
system for operational efficiency improvement was implemented.

NE W PRESS BR A KE 160 T
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INTEGRA Engineering India Ltd.
Post Box No. 55,
Chandrapura Village,
Taluka: Halol – 389 350,
District: Panchmahals,
Gujarat India
Tel. +91 9099 918471
info@integraengineering.in
www.integraengineering.in

ELEC T RIC A L CON T ROL C A BINE T (B T ECC )

ASSEMBLY OF TR AC TION CONVERTER PANEL (BTL)

Comment on the reporting year

Outlook

2021 was the most successful year in the history of Integra Engi

The company has received final approval for its metal to carbon relay

The company’s current prospects for the coming years are promising.

The company is initially focusing on supplying a maximum number

neering India. The total turnover of the company was increased by

in the month of April 2021 from the Railway Standards Organization,

The company is aiming for further growth in 2022. This is to be

of rolling stock components (electric locomotives) and strengthen

CHF 3.7 Mio. (+53 %) compared to 2020 which results in an increase of

after a lengthy approval and safety testing process. The manufactu

generated by supplying additional demand in the rolling stock and

the metro business.

the operating profit I by 75 % and of the operating profit II by 96 %.

ring facility for this product was built up and production was started

additional development in the metro sector.
Internally the company is working to improve in three areas inclu

during the year.
The Government of India has revised its rolling stock (electric

ding operational efficiency, human resources management and

Integra Engineering India continues to focus on consolidating busi

locomotive) target to 1190 locomotives compared to the previous

financial planning, to achieve the expected growth.

The number of employees was increased by 301 which lifted the
total number to 818 at the end of the year.

ness in the rolling stock and metro segment by supplying various

target of 685 locomotives. This generates substantial additional

In order to be able to expand its own production capacities, the

fabricated parts as well as all RDSO approved products to Indian

opportunity for Integra’s products to be placed in 2022.

leased premises were terminated. These premises were vacated

Railways. The further expansion of the product offering and the ex

by the end of November 2021 and can now be fully used by Integra

ploration of the export market is an important ongoing effort.

Integra Engineering India Limited will expand the existing produc
tion area by 50 % to a total of 55,000 m² from March 2022. New

Engineering India Limited.
In September 2021, the company had to announce the sudden passing

machinery such as laser cutting machines, press brakes and auto

The Atmanirbhar Bharat (=”Self sufficient India”) proclaimed by

of Utkarsh Pundlik, Group Chief Executive Officer. Mr. Pundlik joined

matic/semi-automatic welding equipment to increase production

prime minister Narendra Modi has opened numerous opportu

Integra in 2016 and has since contributed to the great development

capacity will be installed in the new facilities.

nities for Integra Engineering India. The company has for example

and success of the company. Integra has lost a good friend and

developed and supplied various mechanical parts for metro train

excellent CEO. Mr. Bhavin Kariya, Chief Financial Officer, took on

projects during the year. The execution of these projects will be

responsibility immediately and was appointed Group Chief Executive

continued up to 2025 and additional projects are expected in the

Officer by the Board of Directors of the Company in February 2022.

coming period.
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INTEGRA Group
BALANCE SHEET (in CHF 1,000)

31/12/2020 restated

31/12/2021

Assets

KEY FIGURES (in CHF 1,000)

2020

2021

Net turnover and other operating revenues

256,289

324,957

193,739

247,833

146

150

Current assets

154,372

206,966

Added value

Non-current assets

339,598

424,496

— Per employee

Total assets

493,970

631,462

EBITDA

61,619

98,723

— Percentage of turnover

24.0 %

30.4 %

Investments in tangible assets

25,655

32,342

1,481

1,867

Equity and liabilities
Short-term liabilities

72,789

83,578

Long-term liabilities

160,600

217,560

Staffing Level (31/12)

Total shareholders equity

260,581

330,324

Return on equity

18.3 %

24.5 %

Total equity and liabilities

493,970

631,462

Return on net operating assets (RONOA)

12.6 %

11.6 %

Equity ratio

47.8 %

48.9 %

360,000

1,900

340,000

1,800

320,000

1,700

300,000

1,600

280,000

1,500

334,981

260,000

1,400

-70,591

-87,148

240,000

1,300

193,739

247,833

220,000

1,200

Personnel expenses

-101,093

-113,002

200,000

1,100

Operating expenses

-31,027

-36,108

180,000

1,000

61,619

98,723

160,000

900

140,000

800

120,000

700

10

Empl.

%

INCOME STATEMENT (in CHF 1,000)

2020 restated

2021

255,314

323,418

975

1,539

7,974

9,899

67

125

Operating income

264,330

Cost of materials and goods
Gross margin

Net sales
Other operating income
Change in semi-finished and finished goods
Internally produced and capitalised assets

Operating profit I

TCHF

2012

2013

— Operating income in TCHF
44

2014

2015

2016

— Employees

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

70

60

50

40

30

20

— Equity ratio in %
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